Don’t Make DevOps, a DevOOPS

In the real world, you don’t have the luxury of choosing between speed and quality.

QASymphony Empowers DevOps Teams to Deploy High Quality Software at a Rapid Pace

TEST SMARTER | TEST FASTER | TEST AT SCALE
The Complete Testing Platform for Agile Development Teams

Everyone is talking about Agile and DevOps. You are, too. But developing like it’s 2018 isn’t easy when your testing tools are trapped in 2006.

In the real world, you don’t have the luxury of choosing between innovation and scale. You need a solution that lets you do three things...

1. Test Smarter
   Instead of struggling with legacy software that hasn’t kept up with the changes in testing and development, you have to have a solution that supports all the latest processes and methodologies like Agile, DevOps, BDD and more.

2. Test Faster
   Instead of wasting time with tools that slow down the testing process, you need a solution that’s easy to use, integrates in real-time with the other tools in your tech stack and helps testing keep up with the pace of development.

3. Test at Scale
   Instead of being forced to settle for a suboptimal testing solution because of the size of your enterprise, you need an innovative platform with the functionality, flexibility, reporting and security that can scale for your organization.

qTest Integrates With the Most Popular DevOps Solutions
Behavior Driven Development (BDD) is becoming the secret sauce that allows teams to use an automation-first approach to testing that doesn't sacrifice on business traceability.

qTest Pulse can enable your team to realize the full benefits of BDD.

Feature: ...
Scenario: ...
Given...
When...
Then...

Accelerate Test Automation
Reduce your automation bottleneck with our automated script generator.
Anyone can simply record and output an automated test script from an exploratory test session.

Pipeline Visibility
Do you know the health of your DevOps pipeline? With qTest Insights, you can see all test activities in one location so you can quickly identify issues and deploy with confidence.

View CI builds, test automation and exploratory testing for full traceability.